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Full-bodied Forms

‘Yes’, said Tom Claassen some ten years ago in an interview, ‘my sculptures do always have a certain roguish
quality’, as he worked the ear of a giant stylised rat on a
table at Galerie Fons Welters. ‘It’s because of the creases
and the plump, full-bodied forms. I always want to arrive
at the most archetypal form of the animal as quickly as
possible. And when you start to cut polystyrene or, in the
case of the rat, when you start to sculpt six cubic metres
of sand, a full-bodied, rounded form is the first thing you
arrive at. Producing a rough form gives me the opportunity
to shift the emphasis in the composition of the animal figures, to increase the tension. It’s also to do with the nature
of the material. A little bit is often enough. The roughness also lets you clearly see that these are autonomous
sculptures, and that no attempt has been made to imitate nature.
‘I’m not that interested in rigid conceptual concepts
like you had in the 1970s. It don’t have the will to devise a
theory and screw it down with huge bolts. I’d rather have
the freedom to allow myself to make unexpected departures. I hop through all the possibilities of the materials
I work with. I see my work as informal, casual. The idea
behind it isn’t transitory, though, even though the material
might degrade in time.’
Reduction is the magic word for sculptor Tom Claassen
(b. Heerlen, 1964). Detracting from the form until only the
pure essence remains, an essence that both preserves the
archetypal appearance of the object being represented,
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and adds an emotional experience. Claassen is a master
of this process. Put a few square ‘bags’ together and
you’ve got a body with a head, two arms and two legs. A
few ‘dents’ in the top one, and you’ve got a head, with a
facial expression too. With apparent ease, Claassen produces a simple, touching, cuddly, good-natured fellow. As
you enter pier D at Schiphol Airport, you see two of them
sitting back to back. The shiny patches on the bronze
show how people love to sit on them.

on loan and scale models of outdoor commissions. This
guide brings together all his projects in public spaces in
the Netherlands. The information is also available as an
Apple App produced specially for the exhibition.
Robbert Roos
Hoofdcurator Kunsthal KAdE, mei 2010

Tom Claassen likes to play with the basic principles of
sculpture. His work can be monumental and voluminous – solid and robust – but it can also be fragmentary.
Like the huge white ‘volumes’ that form an abstract landscape in the sculpture park at the Kröller-Müller Museum.
Viewed from above, the ‘landscape’ is the figure of a man
who appears to have disintegrated into eroded blocks of
stone. Claassen continually plays with dimensions, perspectives and ‘skin’ in this way. Sometimes the result will
be abstract (a ‘wormfield’), another time it will be ‘figurative’ (a horse, a rabbit, a stylised rat, a squat little sparrow). His ‘magnum opus’ is the group of five elephants at
the motorway intersection just outside Almere. Majestic,
monolithic, but also surprisingly detailed. And – despite
the fact that you see them as you rush past in the car –
they are very endearing. This is typical of the work of Tom
Claassen: fundamental sculpture that manages to trigger a whole battery of associations. Sober, down-to-earth
and poetic at the same time.
Kunsthal KadE is staging the first retrospective of the work
of Tom Claassen ever held in the Netherlands, including outdoor pieces that have been brought specially to
Amersfoort for the occasion, two large new installations,
two new versions of early installations, a whole list of work
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Zittend en liggend
paard van Almelo

5 Olifanten

In 2004, two sculptures were
installed on an area of grass at
the junction of Wierdensestraat
and Aalderinkssingel in Almelo.
They represent two horses, one
sitting and the other lying down.
The pieces consist of tree trunks
cast in bronze. The sculptures
prompted much comment by local
residents. Because the sculpture
of the recumbent horse consists of
several separate elements, some
people thought it was broken. And
some residents felt that the sculptures looked more like dogs than

horses (see also the sculpture of
‘the dog’ in Harderwijk, which is
actually identical).

year 2004
city Almelo
size 160 x 130 x 280 cm each
material Bronze
location Junction of Wierdensestraat and
Aalderinkssingel
latitude 52.35574
longitude 6.64780
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Photo Gert Jan van Rooij

almere

Photo Gert Jan van Rooij

almelo

These elephants are probably Tom
Claassen’s best-known works.
Standing beside the busy motorway junction at Almere, the five
concrete beasts (each 11 metres
high and 7 metres long) are seen
by more people than any of the
others. Despite their stylised forms
and smooth surfaces, the pieces
are immediately recognisable as
elephants and clearly visible to
passing motorists. The work was
commissioned by the national
roads authority (Rijkswaterstaat).
The production of the images was

delayed by a fire in the studio
where they were created.
In June 2006, during the FIFA World
Cup football competition, four of
the five elephants were painted
orange by unidentified fans. They
have now been returned to their
original condition.
year 2000
city Almere
size 5 parts, each 690 x 1100 x 690 cm
material Concrete
location Junction of the A6 and A27 near Almere
Buiten
latitude 52.38121
longitude 5.29957
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almere

amsterdam

De Appelhouten
Mannen

Zonder titel

Photo Gert Jan van Rooij

year 2000
city Almere
size each 50 x 310 x 150 cm
material Bronze
location Lumièrepark, Almere (previously
Eilandenbuurt, Almere Buiten)
latitude 52.36703
longitude 5.23044

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

This is the first art work unveiled
in the Lumièrepark, which is in
Almere’s Filmwijk area. The sculptures are cast in bronze from tree
trunks and lie on the hillside looking out over the water.
The works are part of the municipality’s collection and are managed by the De Paviljoens
museum. They were donated to
the municipality in 2001 by the OBA
(Overlegorgaan Bouwnijverheid
Almere) house-building consortium.

(hond)
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This dog sits at the rear of
Amsterdam Central Station, beside
the river IJ. It was placed there
as part of the general refurbishment of the station area. The idea
of a dog was inspired by the existing kennel-like wooden hut that
stood here to protect ferry passengers from temporary differences in height between the quay
and the ferry platform. The hut has
since been refurbished to make it
look still more like a dog kennel. A

competition was held to select the
dog’s name: Pontus (reflecting the
Dutch word for ferry: pont).

year 2007
city Amsterdam
size 155 x 85 x 170 cm
material Bronze
location Rear of Amsterdam Central
Station (near the Noord ferry station)
latitude 52.37870
longitude 4.90335
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amsterdam

amsterdam

Zonder titel

De Hark

(hond)

(batik2)

The Ymere housing corporation
presented this work to the Indische
buurt (‘Indonesian area’) in the
Zeeburg district of Amsterdam to
mark the completion of a new 147unit housing development in the
neighbourhood. The housing corporation is working to regenerate the Indische buurt. The new
housing development is known as
the ‘Batik blocks’. Tom Claassen
called his imaginary bronze bird
‘The Hark’. The work was mounted
on the corner of a building, recalling the many similar wall-mounted
sculptures by artists like Hildo
Krop adorning earlier Amsterdam
School style residential blocks
in areas of Amsterdam like the
Indische buurt.

year 2007
city Amsterdam
size 155 x 85 x 170 cm
material Bronze
location In front of the ABN AMRO
building, Gustav Mahlerlaan 10,
Zuid-As
latitude 52.33766
longitude 4.87427

Photo Gijs Kaayk

year 2009
city Amsterdam
size 360 cm hoog
material Bronze
location Corner of Tidorestraat and
Semarangstraat (Indische buurt),
Zeeburg
latitude 52.36068
longitude 4.94442

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

The dog sits in front of ABN
AMRO’s new headquarters in
Amsterdam Zuid as if guarding
the building. It provides a welcome
contrast to the big office blocks
of the business centre surrounding the WTC. The work is part of
the ABN AMRO bank’s art collection, which now comprises around
16,000 items.
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amsterdam

Nijlpaard

Two Incredible Sitting
Black Snowmen

Photo Tom Haartsen

amsterdam

In response to a commission from
the Amsterdams Fonds voor de
Kunst (Amsterdam Art Fund), Tom
Claassen produced a large hippo
to stand in a lock (Sluis 2008) in
IJburg. Depending on the level of
water in the lock, all or only part
of the hippo is visible. Because
the work is made of polyurethane,
a kind of rubber, it also works as
a fender to protect boats banging against the side of the lock.
IJburg is a new residential area of
Amsterdam, built on the IJmeer.

The hippo actually stands on the
bed of the lake and therefore symbolises the new housing development. The recess in the lock was
made specifically to accommodate
the hippo and is therefore an integral part of the sculpture.
year 2004
city Amsterdam
size 270 x 600 x 290 cm
material Polyurethaan
location Paul Hufkade, IJburg
latitude 52.35735
longitude 4.98980
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Unlike most corporate art collections, the one belonging to
Schiphol Airport is on permanent
show to the general public. It consists of sculptures and installations scattered throughout the airport’s various departure lounges
and other public spaces. When
acquiring works, the airport therefore takes account of the busy surroundings, not only in practical
terms, but also in terms of passenger response. The Two Incredible
Sitting Black Snowmen are sited
in one of Schiphol’s departure
lounges. The two massive male
figures look as if they are sitting
there waiting to be met by relatives and create a small haven
of tranquillity amid the plethora
of busy sales points and publicity. Even though they are cast in
bronze, they look soft-surfaced
and many passengers do actually
touch them to check the material.
Although large in scale, the figures
seem a natural part of the space
and travellers often feel free to sit

down on them to rest.

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

year 2000
city Amsterdam
size 2 delen, each 160 x 200 x 220 cm
material Bronze
location Entry to D pier, Schiphol Airport,
Amsterdam
latitude 52.30921
longitude 4.76283
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best

Zonder titel

Zonder titel

(Toon en Toon)

(Mol)

Photo Gert Jan van Rooij

apeldoorn

Tom Claassen produced a limited edition of seven of these
bronze birds, two of which are in
Apeldoorn. The sparrows are nicknamed ‘Toon and Toon’, after two
of Tom Claassen’s uncles, both
called Toon.

year 1998
city Apeldoorn
size 80 x 60 x 83 cm
material Bronze
location Zuiderpark/ Rijnstraat Apeldoorn
latitude 52.18750
longitude 5.97219
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The Municipality of Best asked
Tom Claassen to create a work to
occupy an empty area of grass on
the roof of a newly built rail tunnel.
Claassen lighted on the idea of a
mole sitting on the surface after
tunnelling through the earth. The
concept was inspired both by the
site (on the roof of a rail tunnel)
and by the Terranef, Professor
Barabas’s subterranean drilling
vehicle in the Suske & Wiske comic
books (in English, Willy & Wanda).
The mole’s corkscrew tail is a literal
reference to a drill. Tom Claassen
proposed that the sculpture should
be 8 metres tall and the municipal executive finally agreed to this,
since it would make the art work
such a landmark in the municipality.
Although the sculpture is made
of bronze, Claassen has treated
the material to make it look like a
more industrial cast iron structure.

Photo Foto Aartsen

year 2008
city Best
size 700 x 800 x 470 cm
material Bronze and steel
location Roof of a rail tunnel, Jan van
Speycklaan
latitude 51.50393
longitude 5.39457
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breda

den bosch

Eland

Zonder titel

In 1998, the Municipality of Breda
decided to commission a sculpture
from Tom Claassen, who has lived
and worked in the town for many
years. An arts committee consisting of members of the local neighbourhood association (Stichting
Wijkbelang Heuvel) was involved
in the process. The exact nature
of the animal represented in the
sculpture is unclear: it seems to be
a cross between a dog, a donkey
and a moose. The artists himself
reckons it’s a moose, but leaves it
to us to make up our own minds.

year 1998
city Breda
size 160 x 140 x 170 cm
material Bronze
location Thorbeckeplein, Heuveachwartier
latitude 51.58277
longitude 4.63665
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Photo Noordbrabants Museum

Photo Tom Claassen

(hond)

The dog at the Noord-Brabants
Museum is the same as ones
found elsewhere, such as at
the ABN AMRO building in
Amsterdam. The dog sits in the
forecourt of the museum, which
occupies an 18th century mansion.

year 1997
city Den Bosch
size 155 x 85 x 170 cm
material Bronze
location “Noord-Brabants Museum,
Verwersstraat 41, Open: Tues-Fri,
10 a.m. – 5 p.m., Sat/Sun, 12 noon
– 5 p.m.
latitude 51.68671
longitude 5.30538
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den haag

den haag

Mannetje met losse
ledematen

Zonder titel

The sculpture promenade in the
centre of The Hague was proposed by artist Peter Struycken. It
was to comprise forty sculptures
mounted on pedestals and was
to pass right through the pedestrianised areas of the city’s Grote
Marktstraat and Spui. The purpose
of the pedestals was to mark the
transition between public space
and sculpture. The art works are
all mounted on identical pedestals,
designed by Geert Lap. The artists participating in the project are
asked to respect the dimensions
of the pedestals and work within a
prescribed maximum height. The
first sculptures were installed in
1993, while the latest acquisition
(Veelhoofd by Atelier van Lieshout)
was placed opposite the town hall
in February 2010.
As well as Tom Claassen, artists participating in the project
have included Karel Appel, Sjoerd
Buisman, Marc Ruygrok, Auke
de Vries and Carel Visser. Tom
Claassen’s contribution is a bronze

For a long time, the courtyard garden of the House of
Representatives in The Hague
featured Tom Claassen’s drooling dog sculpture, on loan from
the Amarant foundation in Tilburg.
When the dog had to be returned,
the staff missed it so much that it
was decided to purchase a similar piece. Since Tom Claassen was
reluctant to make a copy, this dog
is rather different from the one in
the possession of the Amarant
foundation. Instead of drooling,
it moves its head. This is possible
because of the light-weight material used for the piece: polyester
coated with a thin layer of bronze.
A sensor in the hallway adjacent to the garden triggers a compressor to make the dog move. In
an insider joke suggested by the
House of Representatives’ art committee, the dog nods only when it
is approached from the left.
The House of Representatives
can be visited only by appointment
or as part of a guided tour, but the

sculpture that
hangs like a
lifeless puppet
from a post
planted in the
pedestal. Like
many of the
sculptures that
Photo Stroom Den Haag
Tom Claassen
produced
between 2000 and 2005 (such as
the hanging wooden man in the
Anningahof and the lying wooden
men at the Kröller-Müller), this
image consists of six elements.
In this case, the tree trunks have
been cast in bronze. The arms and
legs are bolted on so that they look
as if they can move.
year 2003
city Den Haag
size 220 x 50 x 35 cm
material Bronze, stainless steel post
location Grote Marktstraat
latitude 52.07637
longitude 4.31176
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(hond)

dog is visible from the front of the
building through the glass walkway from the courtyard garden to
the Hofplaats.

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

year 1997
city Den Haag
size 155 x 85 x 170 cm
material Bronze-coated polyester
location Parliament buildings
latitude 52.07919
longitude 4.31352
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den haag

ede

Project Yp

Leeuw

The local visual arts committee in
the Ypenburg area of The Hague
has devised a project whereby
local residents can put their names
down for a free work of art, to
be installed on the outside of
their houses. For this Kunst aan
huis (‘Art at home’) project, Tom
Claassen has produced a number
of chrome-plated bronze birds
which are now sited on various
roofs in the area. The birds quickly
became known as the ‘ypjes’
(‘ypies’). The works are attached
to the houses and have become
permanent features of the area:
the occupants are not allowed to

year 2009
city Den Haag
size 12 x Ø 17 cm
material Chrome-plated bronze
location Ypenburg area
latitude 52.04397
longitude 4.37247
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Photo Bart Vos

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

take the art works with them if they
move house. Other artists participating in the project have included
Ingrid Mol and Douwe Habertsma,
both of whom – inspired by the
ornithological names of the streets
in the area – also produced works
featuring birds. Tom Claassen’s
‘ypies’ perch on roofs and sheds
(sometimes at the rear of the
house) and their small size makes
them hard to spot.

The Bellestein shopping centre
underwent major refurbishment
just over a year ago. As the finishing touch, the Municipality wished
to install an art work. The bronze
lion soon to be sited there will
be around 1.40 metres high and
2.40 metres long. In 2009, Tom
Claassen created the group of
lying lions now in the Julianapark
in Schiedam and it was after this
that he decided also to create a
large standing lion.

year 2010
city Ede
size 155 x 85 x 170 cm
material Bronze
location In front of the Lidl supermarket, Bellestein shopping centre, Ede,
(on the edge of the Veldhuizen area
of the town)
latitude 52.04246
longitude 5.64440
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haarlem

harderwijk

Zonder titel

Hond

The four sparrows are perched on
the edge of a roof at a care and
residential home for senior citizens
in Haarlem. Three of the four wear
gold chains made by jewellery
artist Ted Noten. The attitude of the
little group of birds often reminds
local people of the old ladies living
in the residential home.

year 1997
city Haarlem
size 95 x 80 x 110 cm
material Bronze, gold
location Roof of the ‘De Roos’ old people’s
home
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Photo Kunsthal KAdE

Photo Gert Jan van Rooij

(vier vogels met gouden kettingen op
de rand van het dak)

In 2003, this 140-cm bronze dog
was installed at the Stille Wei in
Harderwijk, directly beside the old
town walls. Sadly, the work was
vandalised within a year and had
to be removed. Five years later, the
municipality decided to find a new
site for it somewhere in the town.
The sculpture, made of tree trunks
cast in bronze, was repaired and
is now sited beside the Vischpoort
gateway, one of the best-known
features of the historic heart of
Harderwijk. The dog is the same

type of work as the sitting wooden
horse in Almelo.

year 2003
city Harderwijk
size 140 x 80 x 70 cm
material Bronze
location Vischpoort, historic town centre of
Harderwijk (beside the Vischmarkt)
latitude 52.35162
longitude 5.61862
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hoofddorp

lisse

Standing Man

Groot Nieuw Beest

Seven metres high, this bulging polished aluminium figure
of a man is a prominent presence in the centre of Hoofddorp.
Despite its size, the sculpture looks
like a stack of loose rocks. The
Municipality of Haarlemmermeer
commissioned the piece as a
symbol of the completion of the
new part of Hoofddorp town
centre. The municipality intended
the sculpture to serve as a landmark and iconic image of the
town.
Two years after the sculpture
was installed, the right shoulder
proved to have been positioned
too low down during the assembly of its constituent parts. It was
decided to repair the sculpture by
remounting the shoulder somewhat higher up.

Photo Gemeente Lisse

(Mannetje van Hoofddorp)

Photo Tom Claassen

year 2006
city Hoofddorp
size 700 x 320 x 240 cm
material Aluminium
location Adjacent to Hoofddorp town hall,
Burgemeester van Stamplein
latitude 52.30159
longitude 4.69273
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This ‘Large new animal’ is a bigger
version of an earlier sculpture
known as ‘New animal’. An unexpected grant from the Province
of South Holland enabled the
Municipality of Lisse to purchase
it. Its vague name reflects the fact
that its subject is less recognisable
than that of many of Tom Claassen
other sculptures.

year 2010
city Lisse
size 135 x 175 x 100 cm
material Bronze
location In the shopping centre opposite the ‘De Madelief’ apartment building,
Berkhoutlaan
latitude 52.26119
longitude 4.55375
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maastricht

nieuw-vennep

Zonder titel

Hert

The ten Heugemer ponies – known
locally as ‘betonnies’ (a contraction
of the Dutch words for ‘concrete
ponies) – are scattered around the
Heugemerveld residential area of
Maastricht. Tom Claassen wanted
them to provide havens of peace
in the neighbourhood: something
to lean against when chatting to a
neighbour or a place to park your
scooter. The ponies stand beside
the terraced houses as if resting and are reminiscent of Jolly
Jumper, the horse in the Lucky
Luke comic series, which is often
shown waiting for its master outside a saloon.

year 2008
city Maastricht
size 10 parts, each 200 x 78 x 110 cm
material Cement
location 10 sculptures distributed throughout the
Heugemerveld area of Maastricht
latitude 50.84098
longitude 5.70512
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Photo Tom Claassen

Photo Nicolette Gast

(Heugemerpony’s)

The Herfstpark is a public park
in a new housing development
in Nieuw-Vennep. The park was
designed by landscape architect Jan van der Grift to include a
number of concrete plinths. The
idea was that, over the years, it
would gradually turn into a sculpture park. Tom Claassen’s deer
was the first piece to arrive. Later
on, other plinths came to be occupied by works by Atelier van
Lieshout, Joost van den Toorn,
Michael Jacklin and other artists.

year 2006
city Nieuw-Vennep
size 80 x 60 x 24 cm
material Bronze
location Herfstpark in Getsewoud,
Nieuw-Vennep
latitude 52.27413
longitude 4.62034
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nijmegen

oss

Raft

Berghemer Buffels

year 1996
city Nijmegen
size 140 x 600 x 300 cm
material Concrete
location Psychiatrisch Centrum Nijmegen
(now GGz Nijmegen), Nijmeegsebaan
latitude 51.81455
longitude 5.88030

Photo Tom Claassen

Raft was the second large-scale
sculpture that Tom Claassen
made for open-air display, following fairly shortly after the horse
in Utrecht. Unwilling to produce
another animal, he chose to represent an object: a raft, because
white water rafting in inflatables
is often used as a teambuilding
activity. He felt this made it a subject appropriate to the grounds of
the psychiatric health centre. The
raft ‘floats’ on two grassy waves.

group of water buffaloes, to be
disposed around the boardwalk
paths, flowerbeds and hill in the
neighbourhood’s wooded park.

The Berghem buffaloes are being
produced in response to a commission from the arts committee
in Berghem, members of which
include local residents and members of Berghem village council
and Stichting Beeldend Berghem
(which promotes Berghem by
organising cultural events). After
considering three designs, the
committee opted to commission a group of sculptures by Tom
Claassen. The amount of open
water in the Piekenhoef area
inspired the artist to propose a

year 2010 - still in production (spring 2010)
city Oss
material Bronze
location Piekenhoef area of Berghem,
Municipality of Oss
latitude 51.76481
longitude 5.57719

Photo GGZ Nijmegen
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18 liggende houten
mannen

Rocky Lumps

Tom Claassen offered this work to
the Kröller-Müller in 2000, because
he thought the figures would look
good in the wooded surroundings of the museum’s sculpture
garden. Each of the 18 men consists of six straight pieces of poplar
wood. Even though the largest of
them is 3 metres in length, they
still convey an impression of helplessness as they lie scattered over
the leafy ground like casualties in
some battle. The works are gradually becoming overgrown with

moss and the wood is starting to
rot away. Eventually, the sculptures
will disappear entirely, absorbed
back into nature.

year 2000
city Otterlo
size variërend van 66 x 125 x 310 cm, 60 x 85 x
223 cm tot 40 x 70 x 155 cm
material Poplar wood
location Kröller-Müller Museum sculpture
garden, Houtkampweg 6 Otterlo. Open: 10
a.m. to 4.30 p.m.
latitude 52.09583
longitude 5.81694
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Photo Kunsthal KAdE

otterlo

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

otterlo

Rocky Lumps is an autonomous
work by Tom Claassen. Acquired
by the Kröller-Müller Museum in
2006, it is now on permanent show
in the sculpture garden. Viewed
from above, the apparently
random arrangement of large,
smoothly rounded rocks forms a
human figure. The man seems
to have sunk into the grassy surface and the disconnected parts
of his body that still emerge are
like rocky outcrops worn smooth
by the sea. As a result, the area
feels very natural and children like

to play among the various parts of
the work.
year 2005-2006
city Otterlo
size 1500 x 1000 cm
material Pigmented concrete
location Sculpture garden at the KröllerMüller Museum, Houtkampweg 6 Otterlo.
The sculpture garden is open from 10 a.m. to
4.30 p.m.
latitude 52.09583
longitude 5.81694
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rotterdam

schiedam

Konijnen

Liggende Leeuwen

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

Tom Claassen was commissioned
to create a group of sculptures to
celebrate Kunsthal Rotterdam’s
tenth anniversary. He suggested a
group of bronze rabbits in a variety of poses and the proposal was
almost immediately accepted. The
three rabbits, one lying down and
two sitting up, are located on the
lawn in front of the Kunsthal, at
the edge of the museum park in
Rotterdam.
year 2003
city Rotterdam
size 1 sculpture 160 x 172 x 113 cm,
2 sculptures 220 x 155 x 140 cm
material Bronze
location In front of Kunsthal Rotterdam,
Museumpark, Westzeedijk 341
latitude 51.91046
longitude 4.47255
Photo Kunsthal KAdE
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Tom Claassen was commissioned
by the Municipality of Schiedam
to produce a group of sculptures
for the Julianapark. The works
represent a group of lions, some
lying down and two smaller ones
standing. They are reminiscent of
an earlier work by Tom Claassen:
a group of lying lions entirely created from sand (these ‘sand lions’
are also on exhibition at Kunsthal
KAdE).

year 2009
city Schiedam
size 2 big lying lions
70 x 400 x 256 cm, small sitting lion
75 x 140 x 57 cm, small standing lion
77 x 140 x 56 cm
material Bronze
location Julianapark, Burg.
Knappertlaan
latitude 51.90999
longitude 4.38865
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utrecht

Zonder titel

Zonder titel

(kwijlende hond)

(Paard op plein)

Photo Tom Claassen

tilburg

The Amarant foundation in Tilburg
is a care organisation for people
with mental handicaps. Following
a reorganisation, part of the clinic’s
grounds was turned into a public
park and used to accommodate
an art project accessible to residents, patients and walkers. Tom
Claassen devised the ‘drooling
dog’ as an alternative to the traditional fountain. Since fountains
often throw water up into the air, it

is difficult to drink from them or use
them to wash your hands. Drinking
water dribbles from the dog’s
mouth whenever it is approached.

year 1996
city Tilburg
size 120 x 110 x 90 cm
material Bronze dog, water, electric
eye installed in bird box
location Garden of the Amarant foundation
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This cast iron horse was the first
large-scale sculpture that Tom
Claassen made for open-air display. Commissioned to design
something for the precinct at the
De Plantage shopping centre on
Amsterdamsestraatweg in Utrecht,
his first idea was a complex
system of cast iron sewer openings full of churning water. When
this proved to be technically unfeasible, Tom Claassen came up with
the idea of a cast iron horse. The
paving of the precinct in which
the sculpture stands has a chequered pattern, making the horse
look like a piece on a chess board.
Since the area was once the site of
a slaughterhouse, the horse also
refers to this aspect of local history.
During the official ceremony marking the installation of the sculpture, the burgomaster of the day,
Ivo Opstelten, christened the figure
with a bottle of beer. Ever since
then, local people have referred to
the six-tonne statue as Ivo.

Photo Gert Jan van Rooij

year 1996
city Utrecht
size 250 x 400 x 200 cm
material Cast iron
location Precinct at De Plantage shopping centre, Amsterdamsestraatweg
latitude 52.10229
longitude 5.09892
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utrecht

utrecht

Zonder titel

Zittend konijn

(Mus)

Photo Tom Claassen

alongside the cathedral. The idea
was that, seen from the top of
the tower, the 3000-kilo sculpture
would look as small as a real-life
sparrow in the street. After a few
years, the sculpture was moved
to its present location at the side
entrance to the Mesos hospital in Van Heuven Goedhartlaan.
Unfortunately, this site presents
no lofty vantage point from which
to view the sparrow as the artist
intended.

Photo Tom Claassen

This sculpture of a chubby sparrow was produced in 1999 for an
exhibition of objects made by 50
invited artists (Panorama 2000
– kunst in Utrecht te zien vanaf
de domtoren, 5 June – 3 October
1999). The pieces were all specifically designed to be displayed
in public spaces and to be visible
from the top of the city’s very tall
cathedral tower. In the end, only 24
works were created because many
of the proposals presented insuperable practical difficulties (for
example, Wim T. Schippers proposed digging a hole directly adjacent to the cathedral tower and as
deep as the tower was high).
Well-known works created for
the project include Marc Ruygrok’s
UFO, still on show on top of
ProRail’s ‘inkwell’ headquarters
in the city, and Olafur Eliasson’s
Double Sunset (a 40-metre imitation sun) at the Douwe Egberts factory.
Tom Claassen’s sparrow was
sited on top of the music school
on the Domplein, immediately

year 1999
city Utrecht
size 600 x 600 x 650 cm
material Polyester
location Mesos Oudenrijn hospital,
Van Heuven Goedhartlaan 1
latitude 1 52.07886
longitude 5.09069
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Some years after his horse was
installed in the precinct at the
Plantage shopping centre in
Utrecht, Tom Claassen was commissioned to create a sculpture for
the entrance to the Nederlandse
Postkantoren BV headquarters in
Croeselaan. He created the rabbit
that now sits beside the steps at
the main entrance. This is one of
three sculptures by Tom Claassen

now on show in public spaces in
Utrecht.
year 1999
city Utrecht
size 350 x 220 x 250 cm
material Bronze
location Entrance to Nederlandse
Postkantoren BV, Croeselaan 15
latitude 52.08845
longitude 5.10535
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vlaardingen

zwolle

zonder titel

Hangende mannen

The present sculpture representing Spinoza’s hair was the
first piece to be acquired by the
Municipality of Vlaardingen for the
sculpture garden in the Westwijk
area of Vlaardingen. The original
piece was made in response to a
commission from the Vereniging
Het Spinozahuis (Spinoza House
Association), to mark the 500th
anniversary of the philosopher’s
birth. The work represents a huge
wig and is inspired by the way
Spinoza wore his hair. Spinoza’s
exploration of unity and multiplicity
in nature was an important aspect
of his work. Since it is impossible to
sculpt or cast a single hair in isolation and therefore impossible
to reproduce a head of hair, Tom
Claassen has opted for a fictional
representation of a single hairdo:
a representation of unity in multiplicity. The work was installed in
Vlaardingen in 2002.

Photo Steven van Welie

(Het kapsel van Spinoza)

Photo Kunsthal KAdE

year 1997
city Vlaardingen
size 180 x 150 x 135 cm
material Bronze
location Buiten Beeld sculpture
garden, Buys Ballotlaan, Westwijk
latitude 51.91144
longitude 4.31429
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The Anningahof sculpture park
extends over 5 hectares on the
edge of Zwolle. Its creation in 2001
on former pasture land was a private initiative. The park has been
open to visitors every summer
since 2004. Hib Anninga, the
park’s initiator and the man after
whom it is named, is a former
banker. He was moved to create
a sculpture park by his passion for
Dutch sculpture. Ben Loerakker,
architect and art connoisseur,
advises on the selection of artists and works. Tom Claassen
has made various pieces for the
Anningahof, including this sinister

wooden gallows with hanging
tree trunk men. The sculpture park
exhibits a new selection of works
each year.
year 2003
city Zwolle
size 300 x 600 x 80 cm
material Wood
location Anningahof sculpture park,
Hessenweg 9, Zwolle
Open from May to end October: Weds – Sun
1 p.m. – 6 p.m.
latitude 52.52691
longitude 6.16033
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iPhone App

Kunsthal
Visitor address
Smallepad 3
3811 MG Amersfoort
+31(0)33-4225030 (general)

Hours
Tuesday-Friday 11 a.m - 5 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday 12 a.m - 5 p.m.
Closed
New Year’s Day. Easter Sunday, Queensday, Whit Sunday,
Christmas Day

K/-\dECafé Hours
Tuesday-Friday
9:30 a.m - 5 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday
11 a.m - 5 p.m
+31 (0)33-7440051
The KAdE Café is located
between the new Eemkwartier development area

Admission
Adults € 7,Children (17 and under) free
CJP € 3,50
Students € 3,50
Seniors 65+ € 3,50
Combiticket KAdE, Armando
Museum Bureau, Mondriaanhuis, Museum Flehite € 12,50

Photograph a ‘Tom
Claassen’ in your
neighbourhood!

Kunsthal K/-\dE, Koehorst in ‘t Veld
and Artcast have developed a
Tom Claassen iPhone App. This app
shows a.o. all the locations where
you can find a Tom Claassen sculpture. Download our Tom Claassen
iPhone app in the appstore today!
It’s free.

Photo@kunsthalkade.nl
more information
www.kunsthalkade.nl

and the historic city centre of
Amersfoort. A unique location
with an unrivalled view of
the spectacular medieval
Koppelpoort gateway, KAdE
Café is the place to find new
inspiration, relax, and take
time out, either by yourself or
with a group.
Tom Claassen, ‘Yp’, 2010, multiple, 200 exemplaren

Multiple ‘Yp’
K/-\dEShop Hours
Tuesday-Friday 11 a.m - 5 p.m.
Saturday-Sunday 12 a.m - 5 p.m.
The K/-\dEShop is located
between the entrance hall and
the K/-\dECafé. Customers
can visit it without necessarily paying admission to the
Kunsthal. Its open, transparent
design is by Studio Makkink
& Bey.
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The shop carries a selection
of art books from publishers
like Phaidon and Hatje Cantz,
including a particularly
extensive section on modern
and contemporary art, architecture and design. Catalogues
and cards relating to Kunsthal
KAdE’s own exhibitions are
also on sale.

Especially for this exhibition Kunsthal
K/-\dE and Tom Claassen have produced the multiple ‘Yp’. ‘Yp’ is available in the K/-\dEShop, in an edition
of 200.
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Tom Claassen - Retrospective

List of works
Zonder titel (Brigid), 1998
150 x 350 x 750 cm
Latex, polystyreen
Collectie Kröller- Müller Museum

Zonder titel (Wiel), 1999
95 x 58 cm
Zand, kunststof
Bouwfonds kunstcollectie

Incredible Black Sitting Snowman, 1999
120 x 130 x 140 cm
Rubber
Collectie Nauta Dutilh

Zonder titel (Baby), 1995
25 x 120 x 85 cm
Keramiek
Collectie Lampe Plompen

Lavatory Cubicles, 1991
elk 375 x 90 x 120 cm
Rubber, roestvrijstaal
Collectie Tom Claassen

Zonder titel (Graniet rode bankje), 2009
74 x 45 x 10 cm
Marmer
Collectie Lampe Plompen

zonder titel (Tafel), 2008
83 x 90 x 150 cm
Rubber, schuim, hout
Collectie

Zonder titel (Twee zandzakken), 2001
35 x 65 x 38 cm
Brons
Collectie Lampe Plompen

Hanging Ducks, 2000
elk 150 x 120 x 30 cm
Polyurethaan
Privécollectie Esther Venema
Privécollectie Amsterdam
Collectie Anningahof

Zonder titel (Stofzuiger), 2009
148 x 108 x 45 cm
Silicone, ijzerdraad
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Tent), 1997
122 x 280 x 170 cm
Latexrubber, zand
Collectie
Zonder titel (Auto’s), 1994
125 x 155 x 350, 135 x 165 x 350,
180 x 135 x 350 cm
Polystyreen, gips
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Benen), 1992
26 x 17 x 15 cm
Rubber, draad, talk
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters
Zonder titel (Carpet), 1997
12 x 600 x 480 cm
Latexrubber, zand
Collectie Centraal Museum Utrecht
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Zonder titel (Konijn), 2003
Elk 120 x 80 x 80 cm
Polyester
Collectie Ahold Kunststichting
Collectie Meeuwissen, Oirschot
KRC Collection, The Netherlands
Collectie ABN Amro

Zonder titel (Junior, model paard Almelo),
2004
18 x 34 x 18 cm
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters
Zonder titel (modellen olifanten Almere), 1999
Elk 30 x 47 x 28 cm
Gips
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Kikker), 2002
40 x 75 x 50 cm
Brons
Chadha Art Collection

Zonder titel (model baadster), 2005
35 x 18 x 12 cm
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Ligstoelen), 2009
75 x 120 x 80 cm en 95 x 160 x 63 cm
Silicone, ijzerdraad
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Nijlpaard (model nijlpaard Ijburg), 2004
65 x 30 x 32 cm
Brons
Privé collectie Amsterdam

Zonder titel (Marmeren kapsel), 2009
40 x 50 x 45 cm
Marmer
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (model heugemer pony’s), 2009
20 x 36 x 12 cm
Gips
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Zonnebril), 1994
20 x 25 x 8 cm
Keramiek, goudglazuur
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (model mannetje van Hoofddorp),
2006
55 x 15 cm
Aluminium
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Het Gevoel (Bagdad), 1994
90 x 60 x 70 cm
Keramiek, goudglazuur
Collectie TNT Post

Zonder titel (model paard), 1996
21 x 18 x 36 cm
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Liggend hondje), 2001
20 x 132 x 70 cm
Beukenhout
Collectie Brattinga/Bodon

Rocky Lumps (model), 2004
8 x 64 x 42 cm
Gips
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Halfmanhalfzak, 2001
110 x 150 x 125 cm
Rubber
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Batik 1 (model), 2007
29 x 12 x 16 cm
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters
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Mol (model), 2009
70 x 75 x 45 cm
Polyurethaan, lak
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Legwood (Benetarium), 2010
Ca. 900 x 220 x 400 cm
Gips, staal
Courtesy galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (liggende leeuwen, model), 2009
Afmetingen variabel
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Klimwand, 2010
Ca. 1200 x 1600 cm
Gips, latex
Courtesy galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (turnster, model), 2006
29 x 17 x 11 cm
Aluminium
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Vrachtwagen, 1997
5 delen
Brons
Collectie TNT Post

Grote muis, 2003
60 x 160 x 54 cm
Brons
Collectie Meeuwissen, Oirschot

Yp, 2007
12 x 17 cm
Gepolijst brons
Collectie de Nederlandsche Bank

Spijker, 2001
100 x 120 cm
Brons
Collectie Nederlandsche Bank

Drie Houten Mannen, 2009
2 delen 60 x 260 x 230 cm,
1 deel 400 x 230 cm
Hout
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (Ladder), 2009
148 x 44 x 110 cm
Silicone, ijzerdraad
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters
Nieuw klein groot beest, 2010
Afmetingen 20 x 12 x 9 cm
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Batik 2, 2009
180 cm hoog
Brons
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters
Zonder titel (wormenveld), 2009
Ca. 600 x 800 cm
Polyester, gips
Courtesy Galerie Fons Welters

Zonder titel (mannetje), 1998
50 x 35 x 12 cm
Aluminium
Collectie Koninklijke KPN
Zonder titel (mus), 1998
Ca. 90 x 80 x 110 cm
Brons
Bouwfonds Kunstcollectie
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ShadowDance
18 September – 10 January 2011
ShadowDance is a group exhibition featuring work by more
than twenty visual artists, all
operating on the international
art scene and all fascinated
by the effect of shadow. The
exhibits will vary in terms of
content and form. The common
denominator will be the use
of shadow – and more particularly moving shadows – as a crucial means of visual expression.
The artists use shadow as a
metaphor for a range of (sometimes heavy-weight) themes:
time - alter ego - evil - death.
But the shadow phenomenon
also inspires more light-hearted
work involving the creation of
illusions and shadow ‘play’.
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artists
Vito Acconci (US), Charles Atlas (US),
Dirck van Baburen (NL), Aram Bartholl (DE),
Christian Boltanski (FR), Jim Campbell (US),
David Claerbout (BE), Haim Elmoznino (IL),
Ellis Gallagher (US), Hanna von Goeler (DE),
Mella Yearsma (NL), William Kentridge (ZA),
Germaine Kruip (NL), Couzijn van Leeuwen (NL),
Gabriel Lester (NL), Zilla Leutenegger (CH),
Mark Lewis (UK), Rafael Lozano Hemmer (MX),
Munch & Furukawa (DE & JP), Serge Onnen (FR),
Lotte Reiniger (DE), Viviane Sassen (NL),
Tomas Schats (NL), Hyo-Jung Seo (KR),
Teresa Serrano (MX), Conrad Shawcross (UK),
Sam Taylor-Wood (UK), The One Minutes (NL),
Dimitri Vangrunderbeek (BE), Kara Walker (US),
Diet Wiegman (NL)

colophon
Publication
K/-\ series
09 Sculpture Guide Tom Claassen
Kunsthal K/-\dE Amersfoort Smallepad 3,
3811 MG Amersfoort
This Sculpture Guide is a special publication on account of
the exhibition Retrospective of Tom Claassen in Kunsthal
KAdE.
Tom Claassen, Retrospective
15 May - 29 August 2010, 48 pages
Chief Editor Robbert Roos
Editor Rianne Groen
Translation Janey Tucker, Diesse (CH)
Production/ Graphic design Koehorst in ’t Veld
Printing NPN Drukkers, Breda
ISBN/EAN 978-94-90153-09-0
Special thanks to Tom Claassen, Gallery Fons Welters
(Amsterdam), City of Amersfoort
This exhibition is possible with the help of The
Netherlands Foundation for Visual Arts, Design and
Architecture (Fonds BKVB).

All of our activities are made possible with the financial
help of the city of Amersfoort and two principal sponsors:
De Amersfoortse and Yokogawa

© catalog Kunsthal KAdE Amersfoort
All rights reserved. No parts of this publication may be reproduced,
stored in a retrieval system, or transmitted, in any from or by any
means, electronic, mechanical, photocopying, recording, or otherwise, without prior written consent of the publisher.

www.kunsthalkade.nl
Armando Museum, Mondriaanhuis, Museum Flehite and KAdE /
Architectuurcentrum are part of stichting Amersfoort in C.
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Deze publicatie komt uit ter gelegenheid van het retrospectief van
Tom Claassen van 15 mei t&m 29 augustus 2010 in Kunsthal KAdE in
Amersfoort.
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